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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed
on demand. Paperback. 204 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.5in.After three quarters of a
century of no real violence, retired economics professor, horseman, martial artist, and firearms
enthusiast Ray Taylor finds himself involved in a violent conflict between a corrupt business
organization and a technically advanced alien world that totally oppresses its population through
psychological domination, but has lost its ability to defend itself against an outside threat. Taylor is
invited to join a student, Floyd Wells, and a fellow professor, Susan Kelly, on an archeological dig as
a horse wrangler; needed because the site is . . . way back in the Rocky Mountains. Things start to
unravel when he learns that the site is on the Moon and the Earth rises above its horizon, Not the
Moon or the Earth that we know. But a different Earth and Moon in another reality, another
universe. The crowning problem: the project is financed by New Century Enterprises, a company
known for criminal dealings with which Taylor has had problems before. Their interest is an ore
unique to the alien Moon that, . . . will burn for...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally intriguing throgh reading time period. I am easily could get a pleasure of looking at a
composed book.
-- Dr . Julius Goodwin DDS-- Dr . Julius Goodwin DDS

The ebook is great and fantastic. We have read and i also am sure that i am going to likely to go through once again again down the road. Once you begin
to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Er ica  Tur cotte-- Er ica  Tur cotte
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